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What do current students say about CAPE?
• STEM projects are fun and deal with problem solving.
• Fitness helps students stay active and fit.
• I love projects and hope to have them next year!!
• Math is awesome! I also really like numeracy.
• CAPE has helped me to be more social. I was really shy before.
• I look forward to projects on Fridays!!
• I love cartooning, cooking, geography, stem, and volunteering. Cartooning is very fun and very
helpful for drawing skills. Cooking helps with baking and precision skills. Geography help us
learn more about the world. Stem is fun for building and creating inventions. Volunteering helps
people around Medicine Hat.
• CAPE should continue to offer ALL the projects, I think. I think they are all fun and good,
except for the drawing class because I was expecting more than I got.

What do former students say about CAPE?
• CAPE was beneficial to me because it taught me study skills and to expect more of myself.
• The encouraging work environment and enthusiastic teachers in CAPE School made my
experience very positive and helped me develop good work ethic and skills that I still employ
today.
• CAPE taught me the skills that I need to achieve both academically and personally. CAPE’s
emphasis on these skills, such as good study habits and organization, has helped me greatly
throughout my high school and post secondary education.
• CAPE rocks!
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• At CAPE I discovered my passion for art.
• CAPE has totally turned my life around. I used to get almost all Fs and Ds on my report card
and now I think my lowest mark is a C. I had failed grade seven last year and would have failed
again if not for CAPE.

What do students say about Integration?
Humanities:
• We really get deep into the topic by going into it different ways.
• The thinks I like about integrated learning for Humanities is that we get to move around and
learn out of desks and get away from other (traditional paper) work.
• I like that the integrated work is somewhat simplified but challenging. It reduces extra work
from multiple subjects reducing the repetition. We can use creativity and knowledge and facts
making our work reflective and meaningful.
• I like how we made bannock and had to sew aprons last year. I love sewing! The bannock was
really good and so tasty!
• The integration helps me understand what something would look like or how it happened.
• I like integration because it makes learning more fun. I can learn lots AND have fun at the
same time.
• I like when we mix social studies with other subjects because it gives me a chance to use life
skills that I would not use regularly at school.
• Integration in humanities makes it more understandable and fun.
• Integration makes Humanities more fun.
• I love integration in Humanities because I get to try many things that I have never done before.
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• I like the integration with Humanities when we do things like study flags for each region of
Canada and make poster for our novel study.
• If you can do a fun task and work at the same time then it is not as hard as just doing the work
alone.
• I like integration in Humanities because there is a variety of activities that we get to do.
• I like combining technology with learning, like using Keynote in Humanities.
• I like integrated learning in Humanities because integrated learning is never boring. It is
exciting and we can do things like pottery and painting and drawing and drama. Without these,
school would just be boring.

Sciences:
• I like the integrated learning for sciences because we get to learn more about the topic.
• I prefer integrated learning because I enjoy the combined subjects. I learn better when the
subjects are connected.
• I like that with integrate learning for Sciences I don't have to worry about multiple assignments
as much.
• It also helps me learn when we pair my favourite subject - art with my least favourite - math.
• I like doing art with science because of the challenges there are. The grocery challenge project
is really fun because I have to think of the challenges I would need to buy food for my family
and how much it will cost.
• The integration make learning more challenging.
• When we do math, we can do art too and I can understand how those go together.
• I love integration in sciences, especially when there is some art part. I love art!
• I like the integration in science because I can make a picture that helps me learn.
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• I love integration in sciences because art and things are fun and if you can add math and
science then you learn something too.
• I like integration because I can get an education while doing some things I love, like art.
• I like the integrated projects that are challenging in sciences: wetlands poster presentations,
websites, super hero science for chemistry, million dollar project, making sundaes with fractions.
• I like the integration in sciences because we get to do different activities to use the skills, like
ice cream fractions and multiplication houses.
• I like that in sciences, we can use math and sciences and do labs and have fun all in one.
• I like integrated sciences because we can do projects that use math and science and other skills.
The projects combine skills: the Million Dollar Project (math, research, technology, life skills),
Oil Sands Project (science, math, current events, opinions, art), Fish project (science theory, art,
geography).
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